Programme Outcomes
Name of Programme: B. Com (H)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Commerce will be able to:
1. Increase Understanding on overall functioning of a business enterprise
2. Develop effective oral and written communication.
3. To develop complete understanding of different functional areas -marketing, human
resources, finance, operations etc.
4. Develop critical thinking skills and reasoning abilities on grounding in the fundamentals of
Commerce and Finance.
5. Students will demonstrate progressive affective domain development of values, the role of
accounting in society and business. 6. Students will learn relevant financial accounting career
skills, applying both quantitative and qualitative knowledge to their future careers in business.
6. Students will gain thorough systematic and subject skills within various disciplines of
commerce, business, accounting, economics, finance, auditing and marketing.
7. Students will be able to do their higher education and can make research in the field of finance
and commerce.

Name of Programme: BBA(Gen)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Business Administration will be able to:
1. Increase Understanding on overall functioning of a business enterprise
2. Develop effective oral and written communication.
3. To develop complete understanding of different functional areas - marketing, human
resources, finance, operations etc.
4. Develop critical thinking skills and reasoning abilities on grounding in the fundamentals of
Commerce and Finance.
5. Students will demonstrate progressive affective domain development of values, the role of
accounting in society and business.
6. Students will learn relevant financial accounting career skills, applying both quantitative and
qualitative knowledge to their future careers in business.
7. Students will gain thorough systematic and subject skills within various disciplines of
commerce, business, accounting, economics, finance, auditing and marketing. Students will
be able to do their higher education and can make research in the field of finance and
commerce.

Name of Programme: BCA
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Computer Applications will be able to:
1. Understand, analyze and develop computer programs in the areas related to algorithm, web
design and networking for efficient design of computerbased system.
2. Work in the IT sector as system engineer, software tester, junior programmer, web developer,
system administrator, software developer etc.
3. Apply standard software engineering practices and strategies in software project
development using open-source programming environment to deliver a quality of product for
business success.
4. Equip themselves to potentially rich & employable field of computer applications.
5. Pursue higher studies in the area of Computer Science/Applications.
6. Take up self-employment in Indian & global software market.
7. Meet the requirements of the Industrial standards.
8. Develop programming skills, networking skills, learn applications, packages, programming
languages and modern techniques of IT.
9. Information about various computer applications and latest development in IT and
communication system is also provided.

Name of Programme: BA(JMC)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Journalism and Mass Communication will be able to:
1. To impart theoretical knowledge and practical application of journalistic reporting,
researching, advertising, interviewing, editing and writing.
2. To know the principles of communication, law and ethics and their application to professional
journalistic practice and the pursuit of truth.
3. Understanding of journalism concepts and theory in the use and presentation of images and
information.
4. To conduct research and evaluate information by methods appropriate to the
communications professions in which they work.
5. Knowledge of basic numerical and statistical concepts, as well as an understanding of how to
attribute sources, both human and physical, into stories.
6. To enhance activity focused on skill development, employability, entrepreneurship, and selfreliance and to apply tools and technologies appropriate for the communications professions
in which they work.
7. The entire programme is dedicated towards giving extraordinary skills and integrated media
education to the students in order to make them complete media professionals after the
completion of degree.

Name of Programme: BA.ECO. (Hons.)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Economics will be able to:
1. To provide students a well-founded education in Economics.
2. To provide and adapt curriculum that prepare students for employment and further study as
economists.
3. To provide the students with the opportunity to pursue courses that emphasizes quantitative
and theoretical aspects of Economics.
4. To provide students with the opportunity to focus on applied and policy issues in Economics.

5. To provide programmers that allows the students to choose from a wide range of economic
specialization.
6. To provide a well-resourced learning environment for Economics.
7. To develop strong competencies in under graduate level students in broad fields of Economics
and its applications in an interactive environment.
8. To develop strong student skills in simulation, data analysis, and interpretation.
9. To prepare the students to successfully compete for employment in Economics, industries,
research methods, data analysis, etc.
10. Apply knowledge and skill in the field of Economics, research, statistics, mathematics and will
be able to have the employability in these areas.
11. Ready for working in the Economic world like banking, industries, Education, etc.

Name of Programme: BA.ENG. (Hons.)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of English will be able to:
1. Educate students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study of
literature and other contemporary forms of culture.
2. Provide students with the critical faculties necessary in an academic environment, on the job,
and in an increasingly complex, interdependent world.
3. Graduate students who are capable of performing research, analysis, and criticism of literary
and cultural texts from different historical periods and genres.
4. Assist students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and cultural literacy so
that they may engage in life-long learning.
5. Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicative
skills; ensuring high standard of behavioral attitude through literary subjects and shaping the
students socially responsible citizens.
6. To enhance employability of the students by developing their linguistic competence and
communicative skills.

Name of Programme: BA.LLB (Int.)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Law will be able to:
1. Interpret and analyze the legal and social problems and work towards finding solutions to the
problems by application of laws and regulations.
2. Inculcate values of Rights and Duties, and transfer these values to real-life through legal and
judicial process for promoting community welfare.
3. Apply ethical principles and commit to legal professional ethics, responsibilities and norms of
the established legal practices.
4. Acquire advance knowledge in the specific field of law chosen for the specialization.
5. Students are equipped with the knowledge of teaching methods through the subject on
Teaching Pedagogy thereby enabling them to enter the teaching profession.
6. Through compulsory research component in the form of Dissertation, the students learn to
conduct research study.

Name of Programme: BBA.LLB (Int.)
On Completion of the Course the Students of Bachelor of Business Administration and Bachelor of Law
will be able to:
1. Demonstrate the knowledge and understanding of the substantive law, procedural law and
Constitutional Law.
2. Develop the ability to perform legal analysis and reasoning, legal research, problem solving,
written and oral communication in the legal context and apply it in legal practice and real-life
situation. Understand the interdisciplinary nature of law and relate it with other disciplines
like humanities, social sciences and management.
3. Demonstrate the professional skills of pleading, argument, drafting and conveyancing,
collaboration, counselling and negotiation required for legal practice.
4. Demonstrate familiarity with the rules of professional ethics and exhibit its application in legal
profession.
5. Demonstrate the basic understanding of business fundamentals and be able to understand
basic financial transactions and documents.
Name of Programme: B.Ed
On successful completion of the two-year B.Ed. program, pupil teachers will be able to:
1. Know, choose and use of learner-centered teaching methods, select and use of appropriate
assessment strategies for facilitating learning.
2. Apply teaching skills and dealing with classroom problems.
3. Evolve a system of education which increases the potential of every learner.
4. Analyze Curriculum, construction, blue print, selecting appropriate teaching strategies
according to needs of students and conducting action research to solve classroom problems.
5. Present seminar for peer students and teachers and practicing communication skills.
6. Identify the diversity in the classroom and dealing it in inclusive classrooms environment,
guidance and counselling programs for needy students.
7. Critically analyze the text-books and syllabus.
8. Prepare lesson plans and online content.
9. Tolerate, absorb, and cope up with adverse conditions of life.
10. Practice yoga, self-defense, sports.

